Powerful. Easy. Integrated.

Mass Delete Service
Why Mass Delete?
Over time, all organizations build up old records in their CRM systems that are
no longer needed to run the business. There are several reasons it is helpful and
necessary to archive and then remove these records from they system, including:
- Cleaning up duplicates
- Removing clutter from the User Interface
- Preparing for integration to another system
- Reducing / avoiding additional storage costs

How Mass Delete Works
•
•
•
•

Your CRM Administrator will export an archive of the data to be deleted and adjust the export file as
needed, to include only the records targeted for deletion.
Then, simply send over the file with the Ids to be deleted and provide login information.
Our resources will work with your team to identify how many records can be deleted each day, without running into the web service operation limits.
The mass deletes will then be run in batches using our proprietary mass delete tool and exception
logging will be returned for any rows that cannot be deleted.

Mass Delete Pricing
Less than 100K records - $2,000
100k to 1M records - $5,000
1M to 5M records - $10,000
5M+ records - $20,000
1-Year Data Maintenance Plans are also available for organizations wishing to put an ad-hoc or
scheduled delete plan together for regular archival and deletion of records.

Visit mergeondemand.com
for more information!

Powerful. Easy. Integrated.

Mass Delete MOD
Delete up to 1 Million records
per month for just $5,000 one-time!
Why Mass Delete?
Over time, all organizations build up old records in their CRM systems that are
no longer needed to run the business. There are several reasons it is helpful and
necessary to archive and then remove these records from they system, including:
- Cleaning up duplicates
- Removing clutter from the User Interface
- Preparing for integration to another system
- Reducing / avoiding additional storage costs

How Mass Delete Works
upsourceIT’s Mass Email MOD product gives Oracle CRM On Demand administrators the ability to log
into a secure portal and configure one or more mass record deletion jobs that can be run as a one-time
job or on an automated schedule.
• A client agent is installed on a local workstation or server and connects to the web portal to retrieve
the configuration settings.
• All jobs are then performed on the local machine and execution logs are passed back to the portal.
This allows for lower volume mass deletions to be performed on an ongoing basis, without incurring the additional expert services and system resource costs associated with the upsourceIT managed Mass Delete Service.
• Settings are controlled via the web, a user can log in from any of the supported browsers and devices to make setting changes and view logs of past job execution.
• Our resources will work with your team to identify how many records can be deleted each day, without running into the web service operation limits.

Mass Delete MOD Pricing:

$5,000 One-Time

Visit mergeondemand.com
for more information!

